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INVERTER:

Inverter is an electrical device which converts d.c. voltages (or currents) to a.c. voltages (or currents).
This device has several important applications in industry such as induction and synchronous motor
drives, uninterruptible power supplies (UPS'), standby power supplies, induction heating, traveling,

camping, and HVDC systems.

Inverters can be classified as voltage source inverters or current source inverters. Inverter converting
voltage is called voLTAGE SOURCE INVERTER (VSI), whereas inverter converting current is called
CURRENT SsOURCE INVERTER (CSI). The output of the inverter could be at any desired frequency,
voltage or current.

PULSEWIDTH MODULATION IN INVERTERS:

Output voltage from an inverter can also be adjusted by exercisinga control within the inverter itself.

The most efficient method of doing this is by pulse-width modulation control used within an inverter.
In this method, a fixed dc input voltage is given to the inverter and a controlled ac output voltage is

obtained by adjusting the on and off periods of the inverter components. This is the most popular
method of controlling the output voltage and this method is termed as Pulse-Width Modulation
(PWM) Control.

The advantages possessed by PWM techniques are as under:

i) The output voltage control with this method can be obtained without any additional components.
(i) With the method, Iower order harmonics can be eliminated or minimized along with its output
voltage control. As higher order harmonics can be filtered easily, the filtering requirements are
minimized.

The main disadvantage of this method is that SCRs are expensive as they must possess low turn on

and turn-off times. PWM inverters are quite popular in industrial applications. PWM techniques are
characterized by constant amplitude pulses. The width of these pulses is however modulated to obtain
inverter output voltage control and to reduce its harmonic content.

The different PWM techniques are as under:

(a) Single-pulse modulation

(b) Multiple pulse modulation

(c) Sinusoidal pulse width modulation (Carrier based Pulse Width Modulation Technique)

Sinusoidal-Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM)

The sinusoidal PWM (SPWM) method also known as the triangulation, sub harmonic, or sub-oscillation
method, is very popular in industrial applications.

Schematie diagram for Half-Bridge PWM inverter.
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In the inverter mode, the switches Si1 and Si2 are controlled based on the comparison of control signal

and the triangular wave which are mixed in a comparator. When sinusoidal wave has magnitude
higher than the triangular wave the comparator output is high, otherwise it is low.

v,> Ve S is on, V=

and

V,<Ve S is on, V-

The comparator output is processesed in a trigger pulse generator in sucha

manner that the output voltage wave of the inverter has a pulse width in agreement

with the comparator output pulse width. The magnitude ratio of is called the

modulation index (m, ) and it controls the harmonic content of the output voltage

waveform. The magnitude of fundamental component of output voltage is

proportional to m,. The amplitude v,of the triangular wave is generally kept

constant. The frequency-modulation ratio m, is defined as

m f m

To satisfy the Kirchoff's Voltage law (KVL) constraint, the switches on the same leg are not turned on

at the same time, which gives the condition for each leg of the inverter.

S+S,= 1

1
Time (sec)

.
10

Output voltage of the Half-Bridge inverter.
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SELECTIVEHARMONIC ELIMINATED PULSE WIDTH MODULATION

The Selective Harmonic Eliminated PWM (SHE PWM) technique is currently applied in conventional
three-level inverter circuits. The concept of the SHE PWM technique will be presented in this chapter.
It needed to be compared to the optimized harmonic stepped-waveform technique in several aspects.

The SHE PWM technique is currently used to synthesize an output waveform of both a half-bridge and
a full-bridge inverter. Three states of an output waveform such as positive, negative, and zero, can be

obtained. The output waveform is chopped N times per quarter. Each switch is, therefore, switched N

times per cycle to generate such a waveform.

Fig. A full-bridge voltage source inverter

Vout 2N chops per half-eycle

+E

H ULILIL
-E **********************************

Fig. Generalized three-level SHE PWM waveform

Let N be the number of switching angles per quarter-cycle. The output waveform is assumed to be

odd quarter-wave symmetry, whose amplitude equals E. Because of odd quarter-wave symmetry, the
dc component and the even harmonics are equal to zero. Fourier series of the three-level SHE PWM

as follows:

uCOr)=2a, sin(nan)

Where

4E cos(na,) , for odd n
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Nis the number of the switching angles per quarter.

a is the switching angles, which must satisfy the following condition:

7

2

E is the amplitude of the dc source and n is the harmonic order.

SPACE VECTOR MODULATION (SVM):

Space vector modulation (SVM) for three-leg VSI is based on the representation of the three

phase quantities as vectors in a two-dimensional (a B) plane. This is illustrated here for the sake

of completeness.

we see that the line voltages Vab, Vbc, and Vca are given by

Vae0
V-V

where voltages Vab, Vbc, and Vca are three line voltage vectors displaced 120 in space. The effective
voltage vector generated by this topology is represented as V1.

P

Vbe0
Vca-V -Va

V1(pnn)

Vca

Fig. Topology 1-V1 of a voltage source inverter Fig. Representation of topology 1

Proceeding on similar lines the six non-zero voltage vectors (V1 - V6) can be shown to assume the
positions shown in Fig. below:

V2

********** *********

VS

Non-zero voltage vectors in the o-B plane.
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The desired three phase voltages at the output of the inverter could be represented by an equivalent
vector V rotating in the counter clock wise direction as shown in Fig. The magnitude of this vector is

related to the magnitude of the output voltage and the time this vector takes to complete one
revolution is the same as the fundamental time period of the output voltage.

V4

VVa
'5

Output voltage vector in the a-ß plane.

Va Vbe V

Fig. Output line voltages in time domain

Let us consider the situation when the desired line-to-line output voltage vector V is in sector 1 as
shown in Fig. This vector could be synthesized by the pulse-width modulation of the two adjacent
SSV's V1and V2, the duty cycle of each being di and d, respectively, and the zero vector (V/ Va) of
duty cycle do:

V +d, V = V=m V, e*

d+ d +d, =1

Where, 0 S ms0,866, is the modulation index. This would correspond to a maximum line-to

line voltage of 1.0Vs, which is 15% more than conventional sinusoidal PWM as shown.

V2(ppn)

2

V7(Ppp)
Vi(pnn)

V8 (0nn) d

Fig: Synthesis of the required output voltage vector in sector 1
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All SVM schemes and most of the other PWM algorithms use for the output voltage synthesis. The

modulation algorithms that use non-adjacent SSV"s have been shown to produce higher THD and/or
Switching losses and are not analyzed here, although some of them, e.g. hysteresis, can be very simple

to implement and can provide faster transient response. The duty cycles d1, d2, and do, are uniquely

determined from Fig. The only difference between PWM schemes that use adjacent vectors is the
choice of the zero vector(s) and the sequence in which the vectors are applied within the switching
cycle. The degrees of freedom we have in the choice of a given modulation algorithm is:

1) The choice of the zero vector; whether we would like to use V7 or V8 or both.

2) Sequencing of the vectors.

3) Splitting of the duty cycles of the vectors without introducing additional commutations.

CURRENT cONTROL VOLTAGE SOURCEINVERTER(VSI:

Current Regulated Voltage Source Inverter operates with current controlled PWM. In current
controlled pulse-width modulation, machine phase current is made to follow a sinusoidal reference
current within a hysteresis band. Fig.1 shows a sinusoidal reference current i"A = Im sin wt.

Two bands, separated from i'a by an amount Al, are shown in the figure. Switching in the inverter is

carried out such that the actual motor current ia remains within these two bands. For this voltage
source inverter is employed. In this inverter phase A current ia is shaped by transistors Tn and
Tra. When Ta is on (Ta is off), phase A is connected to the positive terminal of dc source, hence the
rate of change of current a will be positive and when Trais on (Ta is off), phase A is connected toO

negative terminal of the dc source, hence rate of change of current ia will be negative. In Fig. current
ia is falling along the path mn when Tra is on. When ia reaches the lower band at n, Tra is turned off and
Ta is turned on.

This makes rate of change of ia to be positive and it rises along the path no. When ia reaches the upper
band at 0, Ta is turned off and Tra is turned on. This makes rate of change of ia to be negative and it

falls along op. This way actual current ia is constraint to remain within two hysteresis bands. Reference
Current for phases B and C are chosen to be i's= In sin(wt -120°) and i'c= In sin(wt - 240°) and by

controlling respective transistors ig and ic are made to follow i's and i'c within hysteresis bands.

Upper ban
A

Lower b

(a)
dc suppiyomparator

witn nysicresis

Reference
T Ts

generntor

(b)

Fig6.48 Curent regulated voltage source inverter
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Since the magnitude and waveforms of motor currents are independent of changes in motor
impedance and source voltage, the inverter essentially operates as a current source inverter. The
closed-loop speed control scheme of CSI drive is therefore used for Current Regulated Voltage Source
Inverter drive also and is shown in Fig. A servo drive for closed-loop position control is obtained by

adding a position loop around the speed loop in Fig.

1c Supply

Fluxcontrol

Speed
controller

Slip
regulator

Speed
sensor

Closed-loop control of curent regulated voltage source inverter fed induction notor dive

THREE-LEVELINVERTER:

Mostly a two-level inverter is used in order to generate the AC voltage from DC
voltage

Atwo-level Inverter creates two different valtages for the load If Input Voltagc is
Vdc. Then it produces output as +Vdc/2 AND-Vdc/2 based on switching of power

devices.

This method of generating AC output seems to be Efective but posses following
drawbacks:

High Hamonie Distortion in Output Voltage.

High dvdt.

BUS
VOLTAGE OW

3-Level Output
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In ordcr to crcate a smoother stepped output waveform, morc than two voltage levcls
are combined together and the output waveform obtaincd in this case has lower dv/di and
also lower harmonic distortions.
Smoothness of the swaveform is proportional to the voliage levels, as we increase the
voltage levcl the waveform beeomes smoother but the complexity of controller circuit
and compconents also increase.

The clementary conccpt of a multilevcl convertcr to achicve higher powcr
is to use a series of power semiconductor switches with several lower
voltage dc sources to perform the power conversion by synthesizing a

staircase voltage waveform.

Capacitors, batteries, and renewable energy voltage sources can be used as
the multiple dc voltage sources.

however, the rated voltage of the power semiconductor switches depends
only upon the rating of the dc voltage sources to which they are connected.

There are several topologies of multilevel inverters available. The
difference ies in the mechanism of switching and the souree of input
voltage to the mulülcvel invcrtcrs. Threc most commonly uscd multilevcl
inverter topologics arc:

Cascadcd H-bridgemulülevelinverters

Diode Clamped multilevel inverters

Flying Capacitor mulilevel inverners.

SPACEVECTOR PULSE WIDTH MODULATION FOR THREE-LEVEL CONVERTERS:

It contains 12 switching devices and also supplied with two capacitors connected in series. Both are
charged with VDC. The point between these capacitors is the DC-voltage neutral point. Each phase leg

consists of 4 series-connected switching devices (IGBT's) and two clamping diodes. Their job is to
clamp the six middle switches potential to the DC-link point at zero. Specific combinations of the
twelve switches gives the threelevel output voltage.

GBT

DI.Z

neulral point,c

L

Figure 27: A three-level, three-phase neutral point clamped inverter
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The four switches in one phase leg can only be turned on two at a time and so be connected to the
DC-link points p, 0, n. These are represented with the switching states P, O and N.

ON OFF F

ON ON OFF

OFF ON ON

OFF OFF ON

Voc 0 V
SwitchingState N

Table 9: Switching combination and switching states for a three-level inverter (one phase-leg)

If there is a load connected to the output of these states the inverter will generate a output phase
voltage. This can be calculated as follows:

(2Sh-S\,)+(28,-S%-S)

Vuo(29-S-S,+(2S-S-S)

=(2,S,-S)+(25S,-S)

These are the line-to-neutral voltages. To receive the line-to-line voltage:

V=Vo-V

The advantages of three-level converters instead of two-level:

Higher levels means that the output waveform resembles the sinusoidal waveform more.

This also means that the hamonic distortion is decreased.

Smallervoltage levels are used. This means smaller 4,which means reduced stress on

the motor bearings.

The clamping diodes limits the voltage across the OFF-state switching devices to one

capacitor voltage level (half of the DC-link voltage). This reduces the voltage, so medium

rated semiconductor devices can be used for high-voltage high-level applications.

DIODERECTIFIER WITH BOOST CHOPPER

DC-DC converters are also known as Choppers. Here we will have a look at the Step Up Chopper or
Boost converter which increases the input DC voltage to a specified DC output voltage. A typical Boost
converter is shown below.

9
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C A

The input voltage source is connected to an inductor. The solid-state device which operates as a switch
is connected across the source. The second switch used is a diode. The diode is connected to aa

capacitor, and the load and the two are connected in parallel as shown in the figure above.

Mode I:Switch is ON,Diode is OFF:

The Switch is ON and therefore represents a short circuit ideally offering zero resistance to the flow

of current so when the switch is ON all the current will flow through the switch and back to the DC

input source. We define the time period, T, as

T=Ton+ToFr

and the switching frequency,

SsneitchingT

the duty cycle,

D= ox
. Vn = VL

V=L =Vin

di Ai
AtDT

AiL

Since the switch is closed for a time Tov = DT we can say that At = DT.

(Airdosed= DT

Mode Il: Switch is OFF, Diode is ON:

In this mode, the polarity of the inductor is reversed. The energy stored in the inductor is released and
is ultimately dissipated in the load resistance, and this helps to maintain the flow of current in the
same direction through the load and also step-up the output voltage as the inductor is now also acting
as a source in conjunction with the input source.

Vin= VL + V

V =L = Vn-V Since the switdh is open for a time
Torr = T-ToN = T- DT= (1 - D)Tdt
we can say that
At = (1- DYT

10
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It is already established that the net change of the inductor current over any one complete

cycle is zero.

(Ai)ored + (Aiz)apen =0

)-DT+ ()DT

H-BRIDGE AS 4-QUADRANT DRIVE:

DC choppers are mainly used to drive DC motors while offering the capability of bidirectional power
flow for both motoring and regenerative braking. For EV application using series motor, the common
half-bridge DC chopper shown in Fig. The generator and regenerative braking mode depend on the
residual magnetic field. Alternatively, a four quadrants DC chopper (FQDC) proposed in offers seven

modes of operation; i.e. forward and reverse driving, field weakening, parallel driving, generating,

regenerative braking, and resistive braking capabilities.

D Lm
L

Arazz

**

Fig. 1 H-bridge chopper Fig. 2 Four quadrants Drive DC chopper
for series motor

The chopper has the main IGBT V1, field weakening IGBT V2 and bridging IGBT V3. LM is the motor
inductance connected in series with the armature windings which is used to reduce the armature
ripple current, while RBV is the brake series resistor.

Equation (1) to (5) describes the voltage and current for the chopper and is applicable to all chopper

operation modes. Bemf is the back emf of the motor, Va and Vf are the armature and field voltages
respectively, Kb is the back emf constant, Kt is the motor torque constant, If is the field current, Ra

and Rf are the motor coil resistances, la is the armature current, w is the angular speed, while Td is

the motor torque.

11
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=
Vbat-laRatR/)-Bema ()

LatLf

BemfK,lfw (2)

TaKlyla=I tB+TL (3)
dt- v. (4)

(5)

Current SourceInverter Control:

The voltage source is connected in series with a large value of inductance (Ld) and this named the
circuit as the current source. The circuit diagram of the current source inverter fed induction motor
drive is shown in the below figure.

mm

D
Motor

H

Current Source Inverter Fed Induction Motor Drive

The circuit consists of six diodes (D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6), six capacitors (C1, C2, C3, C4, c5, C6), six

thyristors (T1, T2, T3, T4, TS, T6) which are fixed with a phase difference of 600. The inverter output
is connected to the induction motor. For a given speed, torque is controlled by varying the dc-link

current Id and this current can be varied by varying the Vd. The conduction of two switches in the
same lag doesn't lead to a sudden rise of current due to the presence of a large value of inductance
Ld.

The configurations of current source inverter fed inductor motor drive depending upon the source are
shown in the below figure.

12
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Fully
controlled vcsAC

supply rectifier
Induction

DC link motor

(a)

DC Chopper
supply

DC link Induction
motor

(b)

CSI Induction Motor Drives

When the source is available in dc source, the chopper is used to vary the current. When the source is

available in ac source then there fully controlled rectifier is used to vary the output current.

Applications

The applications of current source inverter are

UPS units
LT plasma gen

AC motor drives
rs

Switching devices
Induction motors for pumps and fans

Advantages

The advantages of the current source inverter are

Feedback diode is not required
Commutation is simple

Disadvantages

The disadvantages of the current source inverter are

It needs an extra converter stage
At light load, it has stability problem and sluggish performance

13
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